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From the editor
Welcome to the Summer 2005
edition of SeaTrek.
The water is warming up, daylight
saving has increased our paddling
opportunities and those onshore
evening sea breezes are kicking
up some nice waves to play in. We
hope that this issue will stimulate
you to get out there and among the
action.
We would like to start by thanking
Roger Ingram who produced
SeaTrek for the last three years. It’s
worth noting that there are now a
couple of us carrying on the now
very slick magazine that Roger
did almost single-handed. Thanks
Roger, your efforts have been much
appreciated by many far and wide.
As you may appreciate, the new
editorial committee is on a fairly
steep learning curve and will
appreciate your feedback on
suggestions for future issues. At
this stage, we are planning to have
regular segments on skills and
training, inventions, cooking and
member profiles as well as feature
articles.

We are, of course, reliant on
members to supply content. You
don’t have to be an expert paddler
to write something or supply a
photo for SeaTrek. Many of our
members are relatively new to
the sport and stories of their
experiences make great reading.
Remember to keep an eye on the
Upcoming Events section of our
website for details of summer
paddles and, if you are organising
a paddle, don’t forget to submit
details via the online form so others
can join in.
Finally, wherever you are, on the
water or on the road, take care and
have a happy and safe Christmas.
Peter Costello
Alan Wallace
Peter Dedrick
The editorial committee

Letters
After 30 years as a bushwalker,
I would like to start exploring
Victoria’s waterways by boat and
thought sea kayaking may be the
way to go. I’ve never been in a
kayak before and was wondering
how I might go about getting into
the sport.
Many of our members have a
bushwalking background and camp
out of their boats at places like Corner
Inlet and the Gippsland Lakes.
We recommend that all new-comers
to the sport undertake a skills course
with one of the commercial operators
(see advertisements this issue). These
courses teach basic skills like paddle
strokes, safety and rescue procedures
and give a healthy introduction to the
sport.
The next step is to find a boat, which
can be a daunting task given the range
on the market. The best advice is speak
to experienced paddlers and to try
as many different boats as you can

Welcome all new
members
Since the last issue we have had
many new members join and we
should look out for them and
make them welcome as part of any
activities we have happening.
So you recognise their names when
you hear them they are:
Ron Burke, Tony and Jill Chick,
Andrew Churchward, Adrian
Clayton, Robert Cooling, Roger
Davey, Tom Dearling, Rod Dunn,
Craig Evans, Ron Feely, David
Gibbins, Brian Harper, John Jane,
Dragan Jovanovic and Simone
Reinertsen, Alan Kaye, Adam Kelly,
Dean and Pam Langenberg, Paul
Madden, Andrew Martin, Michael
McInnes, Phillip McLean, John
Nelson, Adam O’Brien, Patrick
Platt, Andrew Reid, Scott Sampson,
Ross Spokes, John Strumpel,
Anthony (Tod) Truscott and Victoria
McCaffrey, Alex Valkenberg, Tony
Wennerbom, John Winkler, David
Woodhouse and Daryl Zampese.

A new segment, please feel inspired to write in

to find what suits you. Retailers will
often deduct hire fees from the final
purchase price.
You would also be most welcome at
our monthly paddles at Mt Eliza and
Williamstown, where you can check us
out and speak to experienced paddlers.
Further details are on our website.
Ed.
November 2, 2005
Dear Peter,
We’d like to thank you, Mark
Heggie and the rest of the VSKC
for the kind invitation to come and
speak at the club’s AGM at Portsea
on the weekend.
The club members were very
supportive of the expedition and
showed this through the interest
they expressed and their generosity
buying raffle tickets etc.
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I hope that our presentation was
interesting and perhaps even
inspiring for members looking
for that little bit more from their
sea kayaking. I believe that the
possibilities are limited only by
one’s imagination!
We look forward to keeping you
updated on our expedition to
Antarctica. We expect to send
dispatches to our website from
the ice from 1 February, 2006 if
people would like to check on our
progress.
Kind regards,
Andrew McAuley & Laurie
Geoghegan
John Rymill Memorial Antarctic
Kayak Expedition

Crowing from the cockpit
I hope all club members who
attended the AGM at the end of
October enjoyed themselves, I
certainly did.
Next year may see a change of
venue. Bill Robinson and Julian
Smith will be investigating suitable
sites. Members were in favour of a
return to a two day weekend, which
will be fixed as the weekend after
Melbourne Cup Day, 2006. Thanks
to all those who contributed to
make the 2005 AGM weekend a
success.
A number of members have
expressed an interest in paddling to
Lady Julia Percy Island in the past.
I finally paddled there from Port
Fairy, making an out and back trip
to avoid the surf at Yambuk.

Lady Julia Percy is a well worth a
visit, with plenty of wildlife, up to
23 000 fur seals. On the way back,
a pod of humpback whales were
cruising west, spouting as a full
rainbow opened up over Port Fairy.
An albatross soared up over my
kayak, gliding a metre or two
above the waves. After an 8 hour
round trip, with a headwind to get
to the island, I came back pretty
tired physically, but reinvigorated
mentally. You can’t get such an
experience in anything but a sea
kayak.
See you on the water,
Peter Treby

Crowing from ‘out of’ the cockpit
Another summer of paddling is
here! Warmer water with fresh
easterlies and flies and mozzies.
I have heard of a huge range of
paddling activities. solo west coast
Tassie trips, east coast Tassie trips,
Mallacoota to Eden and of course,
Bill on the Murray.
For myself, I could cry as I was
meant to be somewhere on the
south coast of Tassie save for falling
off my bike on a wet Melbourne
road.

One of the objectives I said I
wanted to progress was facilitating
more sea kayak club interaction
between Australian clubs.
During this summer, all clubs have
a lot of activity. I have heard of two
Tasmanian trips by NSWSKC and
three Bass Strait trips. The VSKC
east coast Tassie crew are linking
up with the Tasmanians. If you are
going interstate leverage that local
knowledge by contacting the local
club(s) as they are as keen to learn
about us here as we are about their
coastline.
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I also mentioned previously that
we will reprint articles from
other kayak club magazines. In
this edition of Sea Trek, we have
a translation from SeaKajak in
Germany. Next edition I will reprint
some trip reports from interstate
clubs as an enticement for our
interstate paddlers.
Safe and enjoyable paddling!
Les Bognar
VP

Launch into cyber space …
… and take a look at the new VSKC web
site, if you haven’t already.
From the outside, the site has all the
elements of the old one with major
favourites like Upcoming Events listed
as Events/News with a glimpse at the
current stuff right on the home page,
and our other most popular page being
the Wanted to Sell/Buy is now called
Classifieds.
The site and pages have been
given a new layout as they are now
database driven and this should
have some benefits to members with
the information from the database
being able to be used for additional
functionality.

As a member you may
• login and maintain your personal
details. This will ensure you receive
information and Sea Trek, or you may
use it to notify a change of address,
etc.
• add trips (if you are level 3), suggest
trips or any news items.
• list kayaks or gear for sale or that you
are looking for second hand.
After the next stage of building, you
will be able to:
• generate a paddling profile for yourself
• maintain a log of your paddling
exploits
• provide stories, trip reports, etc for Sea
Trek magazine and upload photo files
for publication
• and possibly more.
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Feedback to our new webmaster is all
important, so have a look at the site and
email Craig with your comments.
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’Round the Bay
9 July, 2005 was a beautiful Scottish
summer’s day at Williamtown beach
where the heavily laden grey clouds
assisted by a moderate SE breeze
obscured the sun to create a 9°C day
to go with the 12°C water; what more
could a Scot want? Through the vision
and efforts of David Golightly eight
paddlers packed and loaded their boats
for the first of five phases around Port
Phillip Bay and Corio Bay.
The purposes of the Port Phillip Bay
circumnavigation were: circumnavigate
and explore the shore; provide an
opportunity for VSKC members to
experience kayak camping; make
new friends; and have an enjoyable
experience.
The first leg from Williamstown beach
to Werribee South is 12 nautical miles
(nm) which was in the capability of
all the paddlers however, the Scottish
summers day was going to have an
effect on the group after three hours on
the water.
After lunch at Point Cook, Peter
Treby turned back to report home
for domestic duties as a happy wife
makes for a happy life. For the rest of
the group the effect of wind, rain, cool
water and time drained heat and energy
from the group.
Depending upon the sources for
wind-chill temperature a dry person
would have been experiencing -1°C
conditions. I myself did not feel cold
thanks to my thermals, shark-skin top,
farmer-John wetsuit, booties, neoprene
gloves, beanie and kag but, 2 nm
before Werribee South I felt incredibly
hungry and the group paddling speed
had dropped off dramatically which
increased the exposure time.
Geoff Brewster’s tip for keeping the
heat in is to change into a dry thermal
top at lunch time and wear a seal-skin
under. When we reached Werribee
South the fresh breeze, gusts and rain
had been with us from 1300 hours and
the pallor of the faces attested to the
conditions.
Greg Murray imparted his extensive
knowledge on kayak camping to us
weekend paddlers with advice that in
conditions like this it is better to stay in
your paddling gear and get your tent up
first. This pearl of wisdom was followed
by Chris King and Anthony Truscott

who quickly organized themselves and
had shelter and dry clothes on in no
time at all.

11°C water, bathing in the 10–14°C
winter sun and assisted by a moderate
N-NW breeze.

Unfortunately for these two they did
not count on the cappuccino paddlers
in the group. Through the generosity of
the caravan park managers, who were
mystified and surprised that we turned
up, gave us at no extra charge a cabin
for the night.

The air was crisp and clean with clear
views to Arthurs Seat 50 km away. We
partook of lunch at Kirk Point which
was our last available bug-out spot until
either Point Henry or Avalon.

After dinner around some glasses
of red wine, we looked back at the
day’s events and concluded: dress for
immersion; change into a dry top at
lunch time; when someone is starting to
become hypothermic, it is no use asking
if they are all right as they will say ‘yes’
in the early stages; and when you notice
the signs of hypothermia i.e. yawning,
slowing down etc, get off the water and
get into shelter and dry.
That night, we considered the forecast
in light of the day’s events and decided
to paddle back to Williamstown the
next day, as the head wind and longer
leg may create another cold day.
After repeated rehashing of the same
points over red wine Chris and Anthony
went off to sleep in their tents while
the expedition and cappuccino paddlers
stayed in the heated cabin.
Sunday morning was a beautiful
sunny Melbourne winter’s day with
a southerly breeze. There was a bit of
indecision about the decision to return
to Williamstown and not go the 18 nm
to Avalon but, a substantial part of the
trip had no access to Corio Bay.
If the day turned in to what was
forecasted, then it was prudent to
return with the wind to our backs. Also,
lifts had been reorganized that night so
as not to upset the generosity of those
who were supporting us on land, we
returned to Williamstown beach.
For the next legs we modified the
advertisement on the website to being
able to paddle a loaded boat at 6 km/h
in a moderate breeze over the planned
distance. The reason was to keep the
group’s exposure time down in the
event of further inclement weather.
The 6 August 2005 was the rescheduled
19.5 nm second leg from Werribee
South to Eastern Beach at Geelong.
Chris King, Anthony Truscott and
David Golightly headed SW on the
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On arrival, we surprised some abalone
divers in the shallow reef around Point
Kirk. After lunch the fresh to strong
breeze assisted us as we bumped
through the choppy water to Geelong
in stealth mode with our highly visible
coloured boats and clothing.
The second phase took place on the
20–21 August 2005. The third leg of
15 nm was from Eastern Beach around
Point Henry to Clifton Springs for
lunch then on to Portarlington. Pete
Treby, Geoff Brewster, Rob Creed and
Anthony Truscott were unavailable to
join us on this phase and their presence
was missed.
However, as a positive, we were
joined by Peter Sharpe and Rodger
Taylor. Rodger and his Nadgee were
a welcome diversion for Chris and a
source of amusement for the rest of the
Mirage paddlers as the animated and
effervescent Greg found a new target
for his banter.
The 13°C sunny day with its broken
cumulus cloud gave us a strong WNW
breeze that gusted up to 40 kn and a
fun chop that when we turned past
Point Henry gave us a great ride to
Clifton Springs. After lunch at the Dell
picnic area (now closed off), we headed
to Portarlington and camped by the
water at the Seaside Resort Caravan
Park.
Here we met up with Neil Brenton and
Raia Wall who had only arrived back
from their paddling adventure in the
Whitsundays the day or so before. That
night the majority of us made our way
to the pub for dinner then later it was
back to the caravan park, red wine and
banter.
The fourth leg of 13 nm was from
Portarlington to Queenscliff with
lunch at St Leonards. A cold grey
morning greeted us with a strong
WNW breeze, nice chop
and thankfully no

rain. For this leg, we were also joined by
Tony Chick, who normally paddles out
of Torquay with Anthony.
The pod launched and headed for
Indented Heads with a nice following
sea helping us along. Around Indented
Heads, we were on the weather shore
and in the lee of the wind; the water
for 500 m from the shore was flat but
out in the bay things were becoming
untidy. We hugged the shore down to
St Leonards passed the wreck of the
paddle-steamer Ozone.
We decided that because we were
making exceptional time and it was
cold, we would not get out of the boats
for lunch but rest and have a snack
before pushing on to Queenscliff.
Before we rounded Edwards Point
the wind on water out in the bay was
whipping up into the air great plumes
of white water as the wind gusted at
40 kn.
Looking across to Swan Island the
chop had increased considerably and
I knew for a fact that in good weather
the incoming stream rushes past the
old submarine where now the water
was a mess of white. After talking with
Greg and Rodger, we turned into the
wind and head into Swan Bay for the
weather-shore of Duck Island.
This was to see how the group
performed in these conditions before
we attempted to cross over to the
weather-shore of Swan Island via the
on-coming stream and exposed point.
The water was extremely shallow in
Swan Bay and as Tony put it later ‘the
crabs had to duck for cover’ as we scull
paddled by.
However, we had an incoming tide and
all we had to do was find the channel.
Rodger has a GPS which displays the
charts for the bay which even to this
day has got many of the participants
dropping hints to their partners
that they would like one for their
Christmas present.

was the on-shore coordinator for the
circumnavigation. David and Peter came
down with their partners while Peter
Treby drove down.
To achieve crossing ‘The Rip’ most had
to over night in Queenscliff for $11 per
person and were up at 0445 hours to be
on the water by 0630 hours. Before we
launched, we were joined by Anthony
and after we were all squared away,
Peter Treby led the pod out to ‘The Rip’.
The day could not have been more
perfect than what it was for the
crossing. We had a gentle breeze and
a near calm sea. We waited below the
Point Lonsdale lighthouse for a ship to
enter the bay then we set across.
As we crossed, a gentle short period
swell came into the bay, but we
were able to make out the boils and
know where we were on the chart by
disturbances created by the under water
reefs.
After half an hour we were at Corsair
rock being eyed by seals floating in the
entrance and soon we were surfing at
Nepean rock. Here Rodger performed
a surf rescue while Anthony played
around rolling in the break. After a
short break we paddled over to Portsea
and had lunch near the jetty under a
blue sunny sky.
After lunch, we paddled to South
Channel Fort and the South Channel
light before landing at Rye and
camping on the foreshore. It was here
to the amazement of Pete Treby, that
Chris King, who is renowned for his
ingenuit,y produced his two foot square
plastic box that we used as a table.
Chris is an ideal candidate to give
a kayak packing demonstration at
the next AGM as his kayak camping

As we paddled into the 37 knot
gusts, the trip leader was conscious
of the group’s thoughts about being
lead into such exposed shallow
water, but from personal experience,
the rounding of Swan Island for the
weather shore was dangerous for the
group at that time. At 1330 hours
we landed at the Queenscliff boat
ramp happy that we had knocked off
another phase.
The third phase took place on 3–
4 September 2005. The fifth leg of 15
nm was from Queenscliff across ‘The
Rip’ to lunch at Portsea and then
camp at Rye. To achieve this Greg,
Chris and Rodger came over on the
six o’clock ferry with their boats and
kit to be picked up by Jacki, who
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planning and execution was a source
of many conversations with Greg.
After pre-dinner drinks and snacks we
watched the rain fall on Queenscliff and
move north towards Melbourne during
dinner but at no time did it rain in Rye.
At Rye, Victoria joined us for the sixth
leg of 9 nm to Dromana’s Safety beach
with lunch at Rosebud. The day was
idyllic with blue sky and a warm sun.
After lunch Peter Treby headed back to
Queenscliff, while the rest of us had a
pleasant paddle to our destination.
The fourth phase was scheduled
for the 8–9 October but because of
inclement weather it was postponed
to the 15–16 October. In order to say
we circumnavigated the bay, David
and Peter Sharpe organized a 6 nm
paddle from Eastern Beach, Geelong, to
Limeburners Creek near Avalon.
We passed this area on 6 August, but
did not actually contour the shore. For
the 12 nm paddle we were hit by strong
gusts that brought the boats to a stop
when we left the shelter of the weather
shore, but had fun surfing in the waves
when yin and yáng where in harmony.
For the seventh leg of 10 nm from
Safety Beach to Canadian Bay’s sea
scout hall we were joined by Peter
Dedrick for the two days. Mark Heggie
also joined us for the day and who with

Greg Murray, paddled down to meet
us on the beach. By this stage the male
bonding in the group was manifesting
with the toughest of men going around
and giving others a hug of welcome. It
was quite touching yet at the same time
perplexing.
Time was taken on the paddle back to
Canadian Bay to explore the coast line
and investigate the rock gardens. A
competition had started between Chris,
Greg and David about who could find
a passage through the various rock
gardens with myself opting to be called
a ‘woos’ for the sake of my gel coat.

and Peter Sharpe who accompanied the
pod to Williamstown beach. On arrival
at the beach it was noticed that out of
all the boats that started the trip in July,
only two Mirages made the 129.5 nm
around the bay.

Like all good stories there is a sequel
which will come out in 2006, so if you
would like to have a good time and
camp from your boat, look out for the
next Port Phillip Bay circumnavigation
(PPB CNav) on the VSKC website.

After the celebratory photographs had
been taken, the pod headed back to
the Williamstown Sailing Club for a
barbecue that was organized by Les and
cooked by Helen and Anne.

At Canadian Bay we were visited by Bill
and Kath Robinson and given a tour of
an Aboriginal midden. That night we
sat on the porch of the hall with our
pre-dinner drinks admiring a priceless
sunset across the bay.
For the eighth leg of 10 nm to
Mordialloc, we were joined by Neil and
Ria. Again the day was beautiful with
cirrus cloud and a light breeze. After
following the coast line to Frankston
Creek and playing in the rock gardens,
a moderate to fresh breeze fortunately
came along and created a nice chop for
us to paddle in. After lunch at Patterson
River, we played in the chop on our way
to Mordialloc pier.
Our Scottish trip convener had done
it again and provided us with a warm
Scottish summer, but with 17°C water
for leg nine, which was part of our last
stage on the 19–20 November 2005.
Sadly, Chris King who had been on
every stage had the flu and could not be
there. Terry and Deb Barry joined us on
this second last leg from Mordialloc to
Brighton a planned distance of 9 nm.
We were fortunate to have a moderate
breeze and one to one and a half foot
wavelets to play in as we made our way
along the bay. After a one and a half
hour lunch in what had turned out to
be a nice sunny day we made our way
to the Brighton sea scout hall.
The hall has male and female toilets
and showers, as well as a communal
area with lounge chairs and a fire place.
That evening Greg Murray, Elizabeth
Thomson and Peter Sharpe joined us
for pre-dinner drinks and dinner. A
pleasant ‘I feel comfortable in pink’
evening was later spent inside the hall
around the fire which Terry had going.
The last day arrived and produced
a blue sky and moderate breeze.
Unfortunately the waves were lacking
power and provided little action to play
in. Anthony a.k.a Todd, Neil, Ria and
David headed off on the last leg of 11
nm to Williamstown beach.
After lunch at Sandridge beach, we set
off on the last few nautical miles. Along
the way we were joined by Les Doyle

Table 1 PPB CNav distances
Stage

Leg

Date
2005

Map
distance
nm

1

1

9/7

12

2

10/7

0

2

6/8

19.5

2.a.

9/10

6

3

20/8

15

28.6 km, 15.4 nm actual

4

21/8

13

25.5 km, 13.7 nm actual

5

3/9

15

35 km, 17.3 nm actual

6

4/9

9

17.6 km, 9.5 nm actual

7

15/10

10

Actual for S4 L7–8 was 25 nm

8

16/10

10

9

19/11

9

10

20/11

11

2

3

4

5

Total

129.5
240.25 km
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Comments

Return to Williamstown, map 12nm
18 nm was map distance to Avalon and not
Eastern Beach
Eastern Beach to Limeburners Creek
& return map 12nm

A chat in the lee … with members Raia Wall & Neil Brenton
Q How long have you been in the club?
We joined VSKC October 2004. Neither
of us had sea kayaked much before
except for a couple of commercial
trips. While travelling around Australia
we’ve often said that it would be great
if we could get out there in a boat and
explore the coast further.
Q What made you decide to get into the
sport more seriously?
Coming back from a trip that took
in Ningaloo National Park in WA,
we decided the time was right to do
something about getting into sea
kayaking. We contacted VSKC off the
website and the membership officer
advised us to do a Sea Starter course.
On the day of the Sea Starter course
with East Coast Kayaking, the wind was
15–20 knots. Neil was asked at 8.30 am
whether he felt comfortable with the
conditions he answered “why else are
we here!”

Rob Smith said it was a perfect day
to learn bracing, turning and edging.
T-rescues in the first 30 minutes on
the water led to Neil becoming cold. It
was quite an eye-opener, as Melbourne
threw the might of its September
squalls against us. The sky grew dark
and all the sea birds disappeared. Quite
a few of the class had a swim and many
peak caps floated past!
Washed up on the shore, some paddlers
elected to walk back to the shop and
Rob had to collect some of his boats
later. We learnt a lot and came back
a month later to finish the full day.
Since that time we have paddled most
weekends in a variety of conditions.

We launched with a little apprehension
but were accompanied across Molle
Passage by another group of kayakers
who provided good moral support.
We left them at lunchtime at the south
end of South Molle Island and paddled
to our first night’s camp for a late lunch.
A whale and her calf swam off our port
side as we paddled along the shore.
Part of the enjoyment of sea kayaking
is in the experience of nature on it own
terms. We had a great trip over the next
nine days (but that’s another story).

Q What is the favourite trip you have
done so far?
We decided we would go to the
Whitsundays in August 2005. It was
suggested to us that since it was a
holiday, to make sure distances were
small enough each day to
enjoy the trip.
On our day of arrival in Shute
Harbour, the weather was 10
to 15 knots. We had never
been to the Whitsundays
before, so we spent a couple
days in town looking around.
By the time we launched the
weather had not improved
much and we were wondering
where all the photos of
paradise had been taken.
Raia paddling at Noosa (left) and (below) Neil rolling in a pool
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Nooramunga Marine and Coastal Park —
Snake Island & environs
Snake island (3452 ha) is situated
within the Noormunga Marine and
Coastal Park, approximately 180 km
from Melbourne. Knowledge of the
local tides is essential if planning a trip
to this area.
The local Brataualung Aboriginal clan
of the Kurnai (Gunai) called the island
Negima. It was traditionally used as
a place of refuge by the Brataualung
people. It was however, mainly used as
a nuptial island, a place where young
couples could find solitude.
Since the 1880s farmers in South
Gippsland have regularly agisted their
cattle on the island, mainly over the
winter months. The cattle ‘walk’ over
to the island in the area called ‘Middle
ground’ at certain tides, led by a
knowledgeable ‘guide’. Cattleman of the
Sea by Cheryl Glowrey is a good read of
the history of this fascinating island.
Paddling the Nooramunga area is a
great way to experience kayak camping,
and offers a relatively sheltered area
with the option in many areas of
walking the kayaks through shallows
if the wind gets up too much. However

be sure to get a camping permit. These
are easily obtained from the Parks Vic
office at Foster, telephone 5682 5155.
No fee is payable, they just wish to
monitor visitor numbers. If you intend
to camp at the cattleman’s huts near
Bentley Point, permission should
be sought from the Snake Island
Cattleman’s Association. Contact David
Jones on
5682 2905

Other animals are also plentiful on
the island including hog deer and
kangaroos which don’t seem to mind
getting very close to have their picture
taken. The island is a home to a number
of threatened species, including the
ground parrot and swamp antechinus
(a small marsupial mouse). From spring
to August the island is home to many
thousands of migratory birds

Observation of tidal
flow is a must in this
area, as is a good
supply of insect
repellent in the
warmer months as
the local population
of sand flies will
always greet you.
There are a number
of walking tracks
around the island,
but be sure to watch
out for the islands
namesakes. They are
also nocturnal, so
take a torch if nature
calls during the night. Calm before the storm, something brewing in that sky

Meet your best friend

After your dog, your paddle is your best friend.
Out there, there will be times when you’ll stake your life on it. You
can’t afford to settle for a second rate paddle.

Bracsa paddles • Light • Strong • State of the art
And at a realistic price —
Bracsa Hurricane 20.................................... $315 includes GST
Bracsa Tornado 60........................................ $435 includes GST
Bracsa Typhoon 60........................................ $435 includes GST
Canoe Outrigger................................................ $250 includes GST
Lengths custom made to suit you, including hand grip.

Professional fibreglass repairs and custom
modifications to fibreglass kayaks
fact. 4, 14 Hartnett Dve
Seaford

8796 3100

www.braca-sport.com
Steve Vegh

Mob: 0414 575 311
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There are water tanks at the Swashway
rangers’ hut and the cattleman’s huts,
but it would be wise to carry your own.
Please be sure to carry out all your
own rubbish and not leave any fires
burning. (On a recent visit there was
a fire left burning that nearly started a
bushfire, presumably left by poachers,
although kayakers were suspected by
the rangers.)
Also on the recent visit to Snake Island
I was fortunate to encounter the local
park rangers who were busy capturing
koalas for the eradication program.
Koalas were introduced to the Island at
the same time they were introduced to
Phillip, French and Raymond Islands,
there are approx 3000 koalas on snake
Island causing great damage to the
vegetation. A program of sterilization
and removal has been undertaken for
the past 7 years. As the life expectancy
of a koala is around 7-8 years there
is a rapid decline in koala numbers
expected shortly.

The rangers were very friendly folk,
who invited us for dinner, plied us with
a glass or two of red and we were able
to talk ourselves into accompanying
them the next morning ‘hunting
bear’ so to speak. A great experience,
including getting up close to these very
cute looking creatures, but not too close
as one of the workers received a cuddle
the week before and
required 17 stiches in his
arm!
Watch out on the
upcoming events for a
trip to this fascinating
area.
Terry Barry

Ok now I’m awake!
Picked up one of the
locals whist walking
through the shallows
in the wind

Want a cuddle?

Bang, within minutes a 40 knot westerly change with
drop in temperature, we saw a water spout approaching
seconds before the wind hit.

Preparing for a ‘bear hunt’ with the cattlemen’s huts
in the background

On the table ready for the snip & tuck
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Snake Island and environs

Miscellany

Above: Just when you thought South
Australian beaches were dangerous
Right: Bill prepares to snap up a bargain at
the VSKC Outsports sale in
Moorabbin recently
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Do I need a compass in the Bay?
Most local Bay paddles take place along
the shoreline, or when you are heading
from one point to another that is visual,
i.e. Fawkner Beacon or Popes Eye, and
having a compass sometimes seems
unnecessary.
Well, on one early Red Eye the answer
became very obvious. We headed
from Ricketts Point with a gentle
breeze behind and very little sea in the
general direction of Mordialloc across
Beaumaris Bay, noticing that there
appeared to be a mist over that side.
We had done this trip many times, so
even when we entered the sea fog it was
not an issue as we knew the shoreline
would be ahead and we could just
paddle left or right to get to the pier.

Had we kept going on our original
bearing of 270 degrees from Mordialloc,
we would have ended up somewhere
round half a mile off shore. Not a
problem if we had broken through the
fog. Not really a problem if we had not
broken through the fog as we could
have always turned more northerly to
hit the ?????. Not a problem if the sun
had been visible through the fog and we
knew where west was.
But had we not have had a compass to
turn in the direction of the land, with
the changed breeze and sea conditions

We did just this and upon turning
around set off in what I felt was the
correct angle (I had the only compass
and took a quick look just to note the
bearing 270 degrees). The fog was thick
and the sun was still rising and not
visible. We paddled for a while and as
Doug had the usual deadline he and
Hrovie were paddling slightly faster
and zig-zagging a bit out in front, they
decided to go on ahead of the group to
get back faster.
They left on a different bearing to the
rest of us by nearly 60 degrees and
then we could see them cross back.
The breeze was strangely behind
again (moving with the fog) and the
waves although small were now from a
different direction than when we left,
giving a surreal feeling that somehow
we had changed direction by up to180
degrees.
Quite unnerving and questions were
asked and I stared hard at the compass
on the deck, wondering if it could
possibly be wrong. We had by this stage
worked out that the sea fog stretched
nearly all the way back to Ricketts
Point, and that if we were headed too
far to the west, we may have paddled
past Table Rock into the middle of the
Bay and right past our destination.
In order to allay fears, the direction was
changed to due north, so we knew we
would hit the shoreline along Beaumaris
and we could then just travel the coast.
It still felt wrong and that we may have
been heading in a dramatically different
direction to that which the compass
showed! Then at last we could see
glimpses of the sun through the fog on
our right and eventually we broke from
the fog only about half a kilometre from
Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron (as it
turns out very close to where the other
guys had come out).
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and nothing visible upon which to fix
a bearing, confusion could have made
us paddle around in circles, or miss the
shoreline and ended up out in the Bay.
Of course fog is not the only thing that
can create this situation, heavy rain can
also obscure visibility enough to lose a
visual bearing.
Aah yes, another learning experience.
Take a compass, note a bearing before
hitting the water even on your most
regular paddles. 280 degrees would
have been good!

Aye, ’twas a grande AGM
The 2005 annual general meeting of
the Victorian Sea Kayak Club was held
over three days, from 29–31 October,
at the Portsea Camp. It is a great venue
because when you are not paddling,
you can enjoy a panoramic view over
southern Port Phillip Bay.
Weather conditions were generally
better than last year and paddles to
Mud Island, Popes Eye, South Channel
Fort, Sorrento and Point Nepean
accommodated paddlers of all levels.
Skills classes also operated on Saturday
and Sunday.
Seventy members attended the AGM
itself, which was held on the Saturday
afternoon. At the meeting —
• President, Peter Treby thanked
outgoing committee members Mark
Heggie and Roger Ingram and others
who had contributed to the club over
the year. He particularly thanked
trip leaders and encouraged more
members to become qualified for this
role.

stop crossing of Bass Strait and the Gulf
of Carpentaria. Inspirational as it was,
difficult for most of us to come at the
idea of removing the forward bulkhead
so Andrew could sleep in his boat.
Also great details from Laurie on the
planning of a major expedition with an
insight into their forth-coming paddle
of 300 km along the coast of Antarctica.
Peter Treby then spoke on ‘What Went
Wrong’, in which he highlighted cases
when things went seriously wrong on
sea kayaking trips. One resulted in the
need for a paddler to be rescued after
4 hours in the water in the Banks Strait,
off northern Tasmania and the other
in a fatality in Jervis Bay. The message
was clear — plan your trip, be properly
equipped and paddle within your
capabilities.

• 2005–06 office bearers were elected.
They are listed on page 3 of this issue
and on the VSKC website.
• It was agreed to hold the 2006 AGM
at the same venue but over two days,
rather than three.
Later that evening, Andrew McAuley
and Laurie Geoghegan told of some of
their exploits, including Andrew’s non-
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On Sunday evening, Bill Robinson
spoke of his trip from Goolwa to the
mouth of the Murray, over 1975 km,
earlier this year. He stressed that age
is no barrier and his talk inspired a
number of other members to follow his
example.
David Golightly, appropriately dressed
for the occasion in kilt and beret, then
spoke of sea kayaking expeditions he
undertook with venturer scouts along
the coast of Scotland in the 1960s and
70s.
They made their own kayaks — canvas
over a wooden frame — and did not
have access to the sophisticated gear we
have today.
The full text of Bill’s presentation will
appear on the VSKC website soon, and
there is potential the others may find
their way there later.

agm 2005
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Training, training, training
Congratulations to the following
members who have ‘graduated’ recently
under the club’s proficiency system:

Level One graduates

VSKC instructor award
Terry Barry, John Woollard and Tina
Rowley

Peter Dedrick, Carol Rumpf, Peter
Sharp, Annie Sharp and Cameron
Thompson.

* Members with VSKC Sea Proficiency
or Instructor Certificates are the only
people officially qualified to lead club
trips.

Level Two graduates

Skills & training weekend

Neil Brenton, Laurie Brown, David
Golightly, Raia Wall and Bill Zombor.

Saturday 11 to Monday 13 March
Cowes Caravan Park Phillip Island

Level Three graduates
(VSKC Sea Proficiency Certificate)*
George Appleby, Laurie Atkins, Terry
Barry, Les Bognar, Geoff Brewster, Peter
Costello, Peter Dingle, Ian Dunn, Larry
Gray, Chris King, John Lipscombe,
Andrew Maticka, Ray O’Del, Peter
Provis, Ian Ribbons, Bill Robinson, Tina
Rowley, Kevin Rydberg, Julian Smith,
David Stewart, Roger Taylor, Peter
Treby, Ray Wilson, Dave Winkworth
and John Woollard.

The weekend will be a training and
skills extravaganza with trips, skill
development and assessment over the
3 days. Members are welcome to attend
for all or part of the weekend. A group
camping area has been arranged with
large sites able to take 4 adults with
ease. I suggest you arrange to share
to save space and costs. Minimum
booking is for three nights as it is along
weekend.

to other launch sites dependent on
weather.
There will be a level 1 assessment
trip, a level 2 intake and level 1 skill
development.
If you wish to be graded please check
the skill requirements and have your
kayak and documentation up to
standard before the weekend.
Trips and itinerary will be decided on
the day taking into account weather
and participants. Phillip Island allows
for a variety of paddle locations in most
weather. The venue is family friendly,
with a camp kitchen, beach frontage
and a short walk to the centre of Cowes.
To book a place you need to do two
things:
1. Phone Cowes Caravan Park
5952 2211, identify yourself as a
VSKC member and make your camp
booking.

Cost $38 per night for 2 ($114), extra
adults $10 per night, children U16 $5
per night. Trailers must be pre booked
at $1.50 per night

2. Email Terry tby@gwsc.vic.edu.au
or phone 5628 4210 to register your
attendance and advise of your paddle
grading.

Meeting time is 9.00 am on each day at
the caravan park. There is direct beach
access but some groups will travel

Level 3 paddlers and current intake
candidates are encouraged to attend to
help with the training and assessment.

Greenlander Pro, DSK shock, KT1, KT2

Training Dates 2006
Level 1 — will take place by request during the
monthly paddles at Mt Eliza
Level 2 — Intake One: Saturday 11 March at Phillip
Island
Assessment One: Saturday 11 March at Phillip Island
Intake Two: at the AGM in November
Assessment Two: at the AGM in November
Level 3: intake Saturday 21 January at Mt Eliza
Assessment Saturday 6 & Sunday 7 May
Surf skills Assessment Sunday 2 April
Candidates wishing to enrol in the Level 2 intake or
assessment, please do so by contacting Terry Barry:
tby@gwsc.vic.edu.au or call 5628 4210

Introducing

Greenlander Pro Expedition Kayak

Candidates for assessment need to come fully
prepared, with kayaks fitted out to club standard and
have a current logbook with at least one overnight trip.
Please check the club requirements on the website.
Level 3 candidates wishing to enrol in the intake and/
or assessment dates should have a Level 2 certificate
or be able to demonstrate significant experience.
Please enrol by contacting John Woollard:
woollard@netspace.net.au or call 5145 6886.
Instructor intake and assessment is by invitation only
and is being organised by the training committee in
conjunction with Dave Winkworth.

For enquiries & demos: contact the Victorian
agent Mr Bob Mitchell • 0418 366 922
Email : Mitchfj12@hotmail.com
Also agent for: DSK Double Shock,
expedition sea touring & adventure racing
kayak & KT1 & 2, racing kayaks
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The Whitsundays — on own or en mass
Whether solo or social, it would appear the
Whitsundays have appeal for us all — especially
in Melbourne’s winter.
We have a couple of recent trip reports that
provide an insight into this beautiful area from
that of the solo adventurer at one end of the
scale, to that of the pre-organised and booked
commercial tour.
I can’t help but look at the photos and think
either venture, or anywhere in between surely
beats ducking your head into sub 10°C water in
our depths of winter.

Whitsunday notes
Ian P Dunn
November 2005
My dear wife was to attend a conference
at a glitzy resort on Hamilton Island
in the Whitsunday Islands. I quickly
realised it was MY DUTY to attend with
her, and that — since I was going to
be in the area — “I might as well take
my kayak” and spend a week or two
exploring the other islands!
I started gathering information about
the area and some of that, as well as
what I learned while up there, I’ve
included here hoping to encourage
similar trips.
The Whitsunday Group of islands is
just off the Queensland coast at latitude
20° S, slightly above the Tropic of
Capricorn. The area is simply superb for
sea kayaking.
There are more islands near here than
on any other part of the east Australian

Photos by Rob Smith,
East Coast Kayaking

coast. They positively invite exploration,
since most of the islands seem to
have at least one beach offering nontechnical landing opportunities.

Although Proserpine, on the main coast
highway, is the last sizeable town you
pass through, Airlie Beach is the final
opportunity to buy supplies.

The number of potential trip
combinations is huge. The water is
tropical, with a milky light blue colour
and generally the sea conditions are
relatively benign.

Airlie is about 5 kilometres before
Shute Harbour and is a busy tourist
resort catering to all types of holiday
makers, from backpackers upwards. It
has the usual range of hotels, discos,
restaurants, ATMs and take-aways.

The Great Barrier Reef protects these
waters from ocean swells, so only
local wind-generated waves should be
experienced. Most of the islands are
mountainous and attractive — being the
remaining tips of a drowned coastal
range left exposed when the sea levels
rose after the last ice age.
With a few notable exceptions, many of
the islands have been declared national
parks. Most are covered in eucalypt
forest and many have pockets of lush
rain-forest vegetation. Sea life and bird
life is abundant.
When planning my drive up, I was
surprised to find that the most direct
road route (about 2700 km one way
from Gippsland) passes almost 500 km
inland. Although the drive is long,
the destination makes it worthwhile,
and by varying the route slightly, it is
possible to explore national parks like
Carnarvon in Queensland and also the
Warrumbungles in NSW with little
extra distance.
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There is at least one newsagent and
a compact supermarket. I stayed
overnight at the nearby “Island
Gateway” caravan park — 4 stars and
$10 per night. This allowed me the
relative luxury of a hot shower after
five days on the road and a final decent
meal before hitting the water.
Shute Harbour provides the main ferry
terminal for visitors connecting to the
various Whitsunday resort islands. It
also is the usual launching place for
kayaks plying the Whitsundays. Apart
from one milk bar cafe, there is no
retail here, though Salty Dog Kayak
Hire operates from beside one slipway.
To provide for all the ferry passengers,
Shute Harbour acts as a large parking
lot. There are three choices for longterm car parking:
(1) free, but little security (this is an
upper level car park connected by
steps down to shore level);
(2) a boom-gate controlled main carpark, at $8 per day with better
surveillance (shore level with good

access to the launching beach or
ramp) and;
(3) $14 per day (from memory)
(undercover ‘secure’ carpark but
several hundred metres from launch
spots).
I asked the attendant of the Shute
Harbour terminal about the risks of
leaving a car in the $8 per day car
park. She said she’d heard of no
significant problems in the two years
she’d been there, but couldn’t vouch
for the ‘top’ carpark. That was good
enough for me.
Note though, that the automatic
machine for making the final parking
fee payment only takes notes and
coins — NOT plastic money— so plan
accordingly. (In my case, the milk-bar
café rescued me from a lack of real
folding currency).
The best launching option seems
to be the shallow sloping beach
immediately beyond the main car park
(S20° 17.496 m, E148° 47.161 m). I
launched at close to high tide with my
car conveniently in the car park just
50 metres away.
When first on the water, its easy to
be overwhelmed by the number of
islands visible, but the chart quickly
allows them to be recognised. I had
anticipated that if the conditions
were rough, then I would stay in the
Molle Group before crossing the main
Whitsunday Passage.
It only took about 40 minutes to
reach South Molle Island, and, after
a brief landing, I continued directly

across the Passage towards the main
Whitsunday Island. The distance
and conditions felt reminiscent of
paddling from Tidal River out to the
Glennie Islands with an onshore
breeze. (Although the SE trade-winds
dominate through the winter months,
during early November, the wind
is equally probable from anywhere
between N and SE).
The crossing was without problems
and after checking out a few sandy
coves, I chose a nicely shaded spot
at one end of a beach on Cid Island
for my first camp. At this latitude
and this time of year, the sun passes
almost directly overhead at midday, so
finding shade is an imperative.
Over the next week or so, I found
many idyllic camp sites while
exploring different islands. I
deliberately refrain from giving
locations, because part of the
enjoyment of the region is the act of
discovering its possibilities.
Some beaches I landed at turned
out to be designated national park
campsites, and several of these even
had picnic tables and eco-toilets!
I did not stay at any of these, but
preferred to locate my own particular
unblemished gems.
None of the islands I visited had
any provision or mechanism for
payment of any camping fees. Perhaps
Queensland National Parks anticipate
that one would visit or contact them
before paddling to the islands?
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I subsequently found out that a $4
permit for each night’s camping was
technically required (for “authorised”
camp sites?). Of course minimal
impact “commando” camping from
sea kayaks makes the gathering
of fees rather problematic for the
authorities.
Generally, my favourite camps were
immediately behind beaches backed
by rainforest vegetation. In many
spots, it was possible to camp beneath
a rainforest canopy and pull one’s
kayak up into a shaded spot as well,
such that passing boats could pass by
without even suspecting anyone was
there.
Indeed, on one island, I was camped
thus when a helicopter deposited two
honeymooners onto the beach of the
“uninhabited island” for a few hours.
I had a dilemma as to whether to say
“hello” or not!
Overall I spent many days camped
beneath rain-forest canopy and
began to recognise the different bird
calls. Some of the mounds of the
shy Orange-Footed Scrub-Hens were
enormous (biggest had a diameter
of about 15 metres!), built up over
decades by generations of scratching
birds.
I heard the cooing of Rose-Crowned
Fruit Doves for four days before
actually sighting them in my
binoculars for a brief 30 seconds. I
also saw Pheasant Coucals, Imperial
Pigeons, Golden Whistlers and many
more. Then there were the sea birds!

While paddling I saw quite a few sea
turtles, the largest being almost a metre
in length. At about 25 degrees, the
water was very comfortable to snorkle
in, and the very best way to cool off
when too hot.
After about 8 days I started to run low
on water (I found no fresh water on
any of the islands), so I decided to visit
Hamilton Island to obtain some and
also find out where I might safely store
my kayak for the following week during
the conference.
Hamilton Island itself should not be
overlooked as simply a restocking port
while touring around the other islands.
Despite being “developed” (it has a
major airport, and high rise buildings,
as well as a permanent population of
some 1200) it has undeniable merits of
its own.
It takes about 2 hours to paddle around,
and for much of the way it is as pristine
as several of the NP islands (many of
which themselves have a history of
grazing and farming). The coastline is
interesting, and there are many walking
tracks on the island including one to
Passage Peak, the highest point.
Also, the beach in front of the main
resort offers a safe venue for snorkling,
with some very nice deep holes out of
the main tidal flows. For those who
want, the marina has a general store
and array of restaurants, plus a bakery
that I can personally recommend.
When I first entered the marina, I saw
two concrete ramps and went to the
right-most one because I could see
some other sea kayaks there. It turned
out they belonged to the Sea Kayaking
Whitsundays tour company and they

said I could leave Ninja there “for an
hour or so”.
Later though, I learned of a public
kayak-rack further around the marina.
(How many places have one of these?)
This proved really useful, and the
following week I used it to store Ninja
alongside some other kayaks, surf skis,
and outrigger canoes. It has padded
arms and turned out to be safe as well
as very convenient.
For reference, it is about 3 metres from
the water directly behind the marina’s
busy main concrete ramp. It is not
easily seen, being up a few steps and
within a cyclone wire enclosure.
Several items are essential when
planning to paddle in this region. A tide
chart should be considered a necessity.
The tidal range is around 3 metres. The
water floods north to south and ebbs
south to north, and the flows are strong
enough to dictate the direction of wise
travel.
Landings should be considered in
advance for an easy landing at high tide
might mean a long muddy walk at low
tide. To produce mine, I used WXTIDE32
— a free download from internet.
I selected Shute Harbour as
representative of the area, and there
were no detectable variations from what
was predicted and what I saw happen.
Before the trip, I printed out and
laminated the tides for the entire month
onto a single sheet.
A marine chart of the region should
also be regarded as essential. The most
relevant one is AUS 252. $29 from
your preferred chart supplier. It has
the usual wealth of information on
beaches, drying heights, tidal flows,
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eddy and tide rip positions, information
that cannot really be summarised in
text form. It’s a large sheet at 75,000:1
scale, but can be suitably folded and
waterproofed into an A3 clear plastic
folder (the open edge can be sealed
with duct tape). Once in the folder,
it can be further folded to be small
enough to use easily from the cockpit
showing just that day’s travel.
Before this trip, I read many previous
trip reports from this area. One of the
most useful I found was the recent
one by Annie Woollard (Sea Trek, p 22,
Autumn 2005). Full of very pertinent
information — which makes a pleasing
change from those other types of trip
reports that contain happy tales of
personalities and ‘who caught what
fish’.
Although it may be more difficult
to obtain, I can also recommend the
small handbook by Gerard Effeney,
An Introduction to Sea Kayaking in
Queensland.
It gives useful general information
and particular information regarding
camping in the Whitsundays (and
elsewhere). You should try and grab a
copy if ever you see it.
Although this has been my first foray
into paddling in these delicious tropical
waters, I am hopeful that it will not be
my last.
Now, where should I hope my dear wife
is sent to next?

Wolfing it down
Chapter 1
Mission statement, historical cooking
experiences in my life and a few hints
and simple recipes for wannabee
gourmet chefs
Mission statement
This is the first of a series of articles
I intent to write for the benefit of the
VSKC membership.
My mission statement is — straight to
the pot:
To lift the standard of what you stew
up in your Trangia.
It hurts me seeing club members eating
baked beans cold, straight out of the
tin.
I do not intend to change the eating
habits of venerable club members like
Bill R., who is content with eating
Deb and Surprise vegies for nine long
weeks on end whilst paddling down
the Murray or of those of you who have
to balance their intake on a crossing of
Bass Strait.
Nor do I want to wean you off Parsons
ricecream. I just want to see a bit more
of gourmet cooking on a Trangia around
VSKC camp sites.

by The Iron Chef of Bass Strait
(nom de plume for Wolf Passauer)
out into the open sea and cooked the
most delicious morsels on their wood
fired stove on board. Freshly caught fish
with aubergines, garlic and a drizzle of
Catalonian olive oil.
There were many other events in my
long life which redirected my camp site
cooking habits to new tastes.
Arriving in the Australia of 1970, my
cooking adventures took a gigantic
backward step. Do some you remember
the days of freeze dried “beef
stroganoff” and”halibut with rice”?
Friends, i dare to say, a lot of you
are still eating the same food as your
forefathers did “down under in the
seventies”, like baked beans straight out
of the tin or even worse.
Hints for budding Trangia iron chefs
Your Trangia is a magnificent cooking
gismo. Apart from cooking on it, it
can be used for many other purposes
like bailer, feet warmer, distillery, fog
horn, makeshift rudder, PFD and wing
paddle.
Have you ever tried to cook rice on a
Trangia without burning it?
Here comes hint #1:

In 1960 I set off for a three month long
paddle down the Rhone (France), along
the coastline of the French Riviera and
half way around Corsica.

Your Trangia has two pots which fit into
each other. Cook the rice in the smaller
pot until the water has evaporated. Put
three small stones or pebbles into the
larger pot, fill it partially with water
and set the smaller pot, with the semi
cooked rice, into it.

Our Kleppers were loaded to the
gunwales with roggenbrot, salami and
hard cheeses, the standard intake of
kayakers in those days. On our second
day we came past a garden restaurant
in which a huge crowd were celebrating
some sort of French Bastille Day.

The surrounding boiling water disperses
the heat and will not burn the rice. Do
not just use ordinary stones, collect
three stones from a shore which means
something to you, e.g. where you lost 3
feet of gel coat from the bottom of your
Nadgee whilst landing.

They called us on land and feasted us
for the afternoon. That was food, real
food, not nouveau French cuisine, just
honest, good country fare. The serve
that knocked me off my seat was a plate
with delicately arranged baby’s feet. I
nearly threw up. Our host explained
“grenouilles”, mais hui, frog legs. They
were delicious.

My three stones are hornblende, which
I collected during a mountain traverse
on a weirdo island called Yakushima,
off the southern coast of Kyushu
(Japan).

Historical cooking experiences in my
life

For the rest of this long voyage, we
discarded our tins of sauerkraut and
pork belly and lived off the land, frogs,
snails, fish, mussels, and sea urchin,
miles of baguettes, buttered up with fois
de gras and hectolitres of vin ordinaire.
A few weeks later, at the bouche du
Rhone (Rhone river mouth), we were
overtaken by a converted open fishing
boat. The two Spanish blokes on board
towed us against the howling Mistral

Hint #2
I like good coffee for breakfast. My
cook top coffee maker has done many
trips over the seven seas. The first time
I used it, I realised that its diameter
was too small to fit the Trangia pot
supports. I held that coffee maker for
five long minutes in my hands, waiting
for it to boil.
Fortunately I found some fencing wire
and fashioned a support ring with three
spokes which I still use today. For the
coffee aficionados amongst you try
Jaspers latest “Ethiopian Sudano” coffee
beans.
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Hint #3
Even the blandest
Deb meal can
be jazzed up with Thai green curry
paste, harissa (N-African spicy paste),
Wasabi, chilly or other hot spices. Be
adventurous.
On a long hike down the Tassie west
coast and across the Norfolk Ranges,
we did a bit of R&R on the Overland
Track. On our last evening at the
Waterfall Valley hut, I cooked up a dish
with the last remaining decaying left
overs, scraped from the bottom of our
back packs.
Dried anchovies, Vit’s brick noodles
and sea weed. This pretty basic spread
was enhanced by the last drops of
sesame oil and a spoonful of Thai green
curry paste. The tantalising smells,
arising from my Trangia, attracted
every blowfly inhabiting Tasmania’s
buttongras plains. The buzz was a
frightening experience.
Two simple recipes for “grade 0”
beginners.
Snake Island pizza
Step #1: dispose of your Deb, tinned
baked beans and Surprise vegies
Step #2: follow this simple, step by step,
recipe.
Please note: all these recipes are
designed to get two hungry VSKC
members back into their kayaks for
another 78 miles across the sea or to the
nearest seaside restaurant.
Ingredients: 1 cup of plain flour, ½
packet of baking powder and one pinch
of salt.
Mix the ingredients. Add an amount
of water equivalent to about 1/3 of the
dry mix. Alternatively, you can add milk
powder to the mixture. The amount of
water remains the same. Knead to a
stiff dough. Roll out to a thin elongated
slab, the diameter of your Trangia’s
frying pan.
Use your SIG fuel bottle as rolling pin.
Please ensure that the stop is secured.
Metho adds a non-exciting taste.
Put the slab into the frying pan; fill one
half of it with grated cheese, tinned
tuna, salami slivers, herbs etc. Pull over
the other half and press the edges hard
together. Fry to a golden colour in good
peanut oil.
On my last trip to Snaky I used the
meat of a roasted tiger snake as filling.
Hence the name. Yummy.

Continues on page 29

Rapid Ascent Anaconda Adventure Race —
I received a phone call from a friend in
September — “There’s an adventure race, I’m
entering two teams and we need two paddlers,
can you do it? The stipulation is that you’ll need
your own kayak and a nick name.

other teams’ runners stagger in. I was amazed
to see such bad paddlers attempt the third leg.
One bloke spent 20 minutes being pushed off
the beach by his mates only to fall out in the ½
metre waves.

You’ll be in a team with Hostyle, Pirate,
Sixpack, Brownlow, Stumps and Twang.”

I met him later when our runner came in, about
50 metres off shore trying to swim back to have
another go. Some carried 8 ft wave boards to
do the leg. Most of the field paddled surf skis.
The paddle was fantastic fun. Peter and I passed
over 90 paddlers. Treby’s time was the best,
followed by Peter Costello, myself and Todd.

I have a kayak and can paddle but the
nickname thing had my imagination wondering
what it was about. Peter Costello eagerly agreed
to paddle for the other team. Peter and I started
training and more importantly deciding on a
nickname.
The Anaconda race is a multidiscipline event
with a 1.2 km sea swim (pier to pub at Lorne)
and 12 km run along the rocky coastline and
up into the hills with a river crossing. The 13
km kayak leg follows the run, leading on to
the mountain bike ride up a 4WD track to 400
metre elevation and down the telegraph line
track to the beach.

About ¾ way through the leg, the wind picked
up to a head wind, forming white caps. This
was where the sea kayaks did well. The sit on
tops struggled for stability, especially when we
rounded the buoy for the Lorne beach.
We landed on a fairly protected beach and
the bikes headed off. We walked along the
beach to the bike transition. Legs as far as

Lorne December 2005

I am concerned are for resting against foot
bars. “Running along the beach” is not in my
kayaking manual.
We finished absolutely pooped and pumped
about mid-field. It was great to compete in an
event with top athletes. Best team time of the
day was 3 hours 18 minutes. Pen me in for next
year Woody.
Quotable quotes:
Peter Costello “I just want to find out what time
Treby got”
Todd “This Bloody River Rocket” (referring to
the narrow multisport kayak that he borrowed
for the event, shaped like a 21 foot pencil)
Peter Treby “Watch out the sand may blow a
few sand particles into your kayak, better look
in your hatches too”
Grant Della “A few sand particles may blow
Treby’s way next year”

The teams gather at the completion of the bike
ride and run together 2.6km along the beach to
the finish. To say the least, it is a real challenge.
I certainly take my helmet off to the competitors
who did all legs as single entrants. Todd
Truscott from VSKC was one such competitor
who successfully completed the event.
Anaconda had a great web site keeping
all competitors well informed as the event
came closer. Training days and equipment
reviews added to the pre race build up. Our
teams arranged a house for the weekend
accommodation, embroidered team shirts and
caps.
Peter’s team was “Sarcomere” and my team
was “Caprack”. Peter ran a workshop session at
home and came up with a nickname “Woody”
(from Toy Story) I had a nickname at school that
I hated but I felt drawn to it so I was “Frog”.
The nickname thing was resolved on the night
before the race.

Above: Grant surfs onto the beach
Left: Woody (Peter Costello) and Team
Sarcomere doing what kayakers feet
aren’t made for — running.

The guys and gal in our teams have friendships
that go back a long way. The medical scientist
of the group came up with “Sarcomere” — the
smallest muscle fibre in the human body.

Below: kayaks on the beach at Lorne

By and by, Peter Treby had decided to enter the
race and put his name down and was picked
up by a team called “Long Shot”. He thinks I’ll
jump on board, probably not that good a team.
Not so as it turns out!
Registration of the 950 entrants in 331 teams
was planned from 1.00 pm to 5.00 pm on the
day prior to the race. By 5.00 pm the queue was
so long that they announced that it would be
extended until 7.00 pm.
Well back in the queue, Peter turned to me
and said “lets go for a paddle”. We registered
at 6.30. 300 kayaks were left overnight on
the beach at Cumberland River. Pete Treby
mentioned something about wind blowing
the sand, be careful. I found a large sandstone
boulder on the seat of my kayak the following
morning. Maybe his nickname should be Rock.
Race day was great. People, shelters, bikes,
kayaks, colour and movement everywhere. At
the allotted start time of 8.00 am, the 300 odd
swimmers could not be herded behind the start
buoys and the race just started without a start
gun. Every body just took off in a spume of
water.
The run was an absolute slog. We waited on the
beach at Cumberland River and watched the
Team

Long Shot
Sarcomer
Caprack
Todd Truscott

Overall
placing

83
151
178
213

Category

22/54 Male
36/54 Male
21/45 Mixed
14/18 Veteran (40–49)

Paddle
tIme

Overall
time

1:31
1:35
1:39
1:52

4:41
5:10
5:25
5:41

A whirlwind tour of the southern Furneaux Group with
the Maatsuyker Canoe Club — summer 2005
Paddlers: Sue Shearman, Penguin
fibreglass Greenlander III; Graeme
Soden, Penguin fibreglass Greenlander
Pro; Dave Slowitzky, plastic Current
Designs Storm; Jeff Jennings, Tasman
Twin double; Rex Brown (Vic.), ditto;
Matthew Watton, Mirage 730 double;
Jodi Staveley, ditto; Hayley Shields,
Pittarak; Brian Wallace (Vic., Pittarak
and George Appleby (Vic.), Pittarak.
For the Victorians, it was a dramatic
start to the trip: Rex’s car (the kayak
transporter) was written off just a day
before we were due to leave on the
Tasmanian ferry. Luckily, Brian (with
his car) were able to join us as a last
minute addition. Rex then managed to

get a replacement car and a new roof
rack for the Tasman Twin double kayak
in record time.
After reaching Devonport, we had
a great beach and kayak video day
courtesy of Jeff at Bridport before
heading off with Jeff and Dave to Little
Musselroe.

Day 1: Little Musselroe to
Spike Bay (Clarke Island)
All paddlers had arrived by early in
the morning, so a frenzied packing of
boats ensued so that we could take
advantage of the tide. We left on time
at around 0600 to begin the crossing of
the infamous Banks Strait.

It was a easy trip until a stiff headwind
developed several kilometres off
Lookout Point on Clarke Island. Soon
we were paddling alongside the brilliant
orange lichen covered granite boulders
of Clarke Island up to our campsite at
Spike Bay.
This spot is a real gem, with a small
hut and a landing sheltered from
all winds. Inland, some strangely
weathered boulders stand like Easter

Rex on Clarke Island as
the Michelin man

Day 1 & ready to go

Nautilus Cove looking towards Mt Kershaw
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Island statues facing the sea. An
afternoon of exploring, photographing
and snorkeling finished with Rex’s
impersonation of the Michelin man in
his wind jacket in the stiff northerly
wind.
That evening, a sweep over the island
by an unusual aircraft raised some
curiosity amongst the group. The throb
of a powerful boat engine in the early
morning and the later brief appearance
of a fishing boat were also odd.
Was this some intrigue with a poacher
or smuggling operation? I had visions of
some notorious abalone poacher being
stalked by fisheries and police officers.
Breakfast radio then informed us of an
overnight rescue of a sea kayaker in
Banks Strait — how embarrassing!

Day 2: Spike Bay to Kent Bay
(Cape Barren Island)
With the delights of Dave’s home brew
on the mind, we set out for Rum Island
where the crew of the Sydney Cove,
wrecked on the adjacent Preservation
Island in 1797, had stashed the ship’s
grog all those years ago.
While waiting for the tides to turn to
our favour, a recurring theme during
the trip, we took in the spectacular view

of Cape Barren Island and the scrubby
side of Clarke Island. From Preservation
Island, the adrenalin picked up with
the first good sailing run east down
Armstrong Channel towards Kent Bay.
This was a good passage with some
quiet stretches when we checked out
pristine bays and paddled close to the
treed and rocky shorelines.
The campsite at Nautilus Cove was well
equipped with a hut and under cover
dining table which Hayley later used as
her sleeping shelter. The surrounding
area was well worth exploring, with
sprawling blue gums, the tranquil
waters of Bridal Creek and the
possibility of finding the remains of an
old whaling settlement.

Day 3: Kent Bay-Petticoat Bay
(Cape Barren Island)
Again, it was a good sailing day
which was briefly interrupted when I
turned around to check out a probable
Antarctic Prion (a whale bird, not a
plastic sea kayak!).
We experienced our first tidal race of
the trip at Sea Lion Narrows between
Cape Barren Island and Passage Island.
There are plenty of these to experience
in the Furneaux Group

Not long after, we met a group
Sailing near Armstrong Passage of three paddlers from the
Tasmanian Sea Canoe Club. As
happens, I recognised one as a
former paddling colleague from
Hobart by his boat, one of those
fine Greenlanders.
As it was a short day’s paddling,
most of the group set off for

a walk towards the rugged Mount
Kerford. After scaling steep granite
boiler plates and “scrub-surfing”, we
were rewarded with views of the east
side of Cape Barren Island.
The mainly bush-covered island has
numerous lagoons and mountains and
was at its most spectacular on this
cloudless day. A botanical highlight
up here was patches of rock orchids
growing in almost soil-less conditions.
Later, we checked out a couple of
superb lagoons near the camp, before
retiring to a she oak shrouded dinner.

Day 4: Petticoat BayVansittart Island
The east coasts of both Cape Barren and
Flinders Island have many spectacular
lagoons and beaches. Unfortunately, the
beaches are steep, making it difficult to
land even in the mildest of swells.
With poor landing prospects in mind,
we had a long paddle to Vansittart
Island, mainly into headwinds. Off
one part of this coast, I saw some
fairy terns. These birds like to nest
on lagoon bars and spits ,where they
are vulnerable to high tides and storm
waves washing away the nests.
Before our lunch stop, we had a brief
look at the wreck of the Farsund near
Puncheon Point before we braved the
difficult opening between Cape Barren
and Vansittart Islands. The surf was
entertaining here with some whiteknuckle action: shooting off the top of
steep waves, unexpected bracing and
being swirled around by rip currents
and chaotic chop all at the same time.

View from Mt Kerford ridge
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Before too long, we reached our
campsite at Bates Bay on Vansittart
Island. It was a warm, still afternoon, so
several of us indulged in rolling practice
while Matt showed impressive long
distance s wimming form, doing laps
of the long beach.
Towards evening, we took in the views
from the island’s peak- again, it was
spectacular with an amazing vista
of Cape Barren Island, the distant
Strzelecki National Park on Flinders
Island and the Pot Boil.
The latter is well named as it consists of
more than a kilometre of big standing
waves extending from Flinders Island
into the Tasman Sea.

Day 5: Vansittart Island to
Watering Beach (Flinders
Island)
After a whole four days at sea, we
made a re-supply run to Lady Barron
township on Flinders Island. Then,
weighed down by counter lunch, we
sailed off towards Ned’s Corner (on
Cape Barren Island), but were stunned
when a south-west gale suddenly hit.

Having dropped sails at the sight of
the leading squall, our scattered group
paddled across the wind and churning
waves to a nearby beach. Luckily, we
landed at a rough camp with the luxury
of a cooking shelter. This made the
ensuing 1½ day break much easier to
bear while we waited for better weather.

Day 6: Watering Beach area
The wind had slackened by the next
day but the prospect of packing a large
amount of wet gear and potentially
tough conditions in Franklin Sound
meant that we stayed put.
As usual when campers are stuck
by the weather, we found all sorts of
ways to wile away the time — eating
of course (lucky that we’d just visited
Lady Barron!), sleeping and listening
to music. More unusual activities were
Hayley’s knot workshop and David
Attenborough imitations.
All the while, the wind was getting
stronger, so later in the day, we shifted
the boats twice off the beach and also
shifted the tents (except Brian who’d
cunningly found a nice tea-tree enclosed
spot). It was going to be a big high tide
overnight.
A fair part of the evening was spent
weather proofing the cooking shelter
with tarpaulins (a very useful part of
the kayaker’s equipment) and drainage
works. That night, we copped the
Flinders Island part of the storm that
produced Melbourne’s record dump
of rain on 2–3 February. The tents
wobbled and thrashed around but all
stayed up.

Day 7: Watering Beach area
to Trousers Point (Flinders
Island)
The calm after the final blast of wind
and rain was amazing. The scene
around the camp was impressive too:
seaweed was piled up around Dave’s
tent, Hayley’s bivvy spot under a table
was flooded out (she’d taken refuge in a
nearby vacant caravan) and my tent was
soggy after the guy ropes gave out.
Over a couple of hours, gear of all types
was spread out and hung up to dry.
This impressed a local bloke who visited
to check his campsite. Luckily, he was
happy for us to have taken over the spot
and used the facilities. He also brought
news of the storm including yachts
dismasted in Lady Barron harbour and
unbelievable wind speeds.
We launched from the remains of the
old beach, pushing through a big drift
of seaweed washed into the shore, and
headed to Trousers Point. The coast
along here is dominated by the peaks
of Strzelecki National Park which are
granitic like Wilson’s Promontory but
are very steep rather than boilerplateround.
There were trees uprooted by the storm
all along the coast, and at Trousers
Point itself, it was difficult to find a
campsite not overhung by a dangerous
tree.
Most of us climbed the nearby Mount
Strzelecki. The track was quite
treacherous with storm-tossed trees
everywhere and many slippery spots.
At the top, we could see as far as
Deal Island and the north-east tip of
Tasmania while all around us was lush
montane scrub, almost rainforest. On
the way down, we were very lucky
to be replenished with pies from the
Whitemark bakery courtesy of Hayley.

Day 8: Trousers Point-Badger
Island

Jeff tucks in

From Trousers Point, we had a great
downwind sail and sprint to Mount
Chapple Island, home of the biggest
form of Notechis ater (or black tiger
snake) in Tasmania.
As preparation for scaling the island’s
peak for the views and searching for the
snake, I added gaiters to my paddling
attire of wool top, speedos, yachting
boots and wide brimmed hat. The result
wouldn’t have been out of place on
Oxford Street, so I was told.
The snakes didn’t seem to like my gear,
as we didn’t see any.

Matt & Graeme

Matt & Jodie at Watering Beach
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After a good look at the lighthouse on
Goose Island, we headed to a campsite
on Badger Island. On this last leg, we
were surprised to see a Tassie Devil
scavenging along the shoreline. Devils
are not naturally found in the Furneaux

Group, but a local grazier introduced
them to this island to clean up the
carcases of dead sheep. By accident,
this population may be one of the only
ones not affected by the facial tumour
that is devastating populations on the
main island of Tasmania.
We ended up sharing the Badger Island
campsite with another Tasmanian Sea
Canoe Club group. These paddlers were
doing a leisurely Bass Strait crossing
over a month, surely a great way of
doing this epic trip.

Day 9: Badger Island-Spike
Bay (Clarke Island)
Next morning, en route to Cape Sir
John, we were amazed see a waterspout
spiraling over the sea behind us. As if
to tempt the weather gods, we landed
shortly after at Thunder and Lightning
Bay on Cape Barren Island.
Luckily, no atmospheric disasters
occurred, so we were able to continue
onto Preservation Island for lunch.
Things had changed here since our
previous visit — the storm of three days
ago had blown over a couple of sheds
together with the concrete foundations!
We’d just reached our campsite, back at
Spike Cove, when a pair of waterspouts
appeared. This time they were much
closer: we could see the sea water

being sucked up into one of them. I
was looking at some solid cover (i.e.
a rock) to hide under but luckily, the
waterspouts petered out.

Day 10: Clarke Island
An early start for the return trip across
Banks Strait was foiled by the strong
west to south-west wind. Our boats
were well sheltered in the small cove
where we landed off Spike Bay, but up
where we pitched tents, it was quite
exposed. As I didn’t have sand or snow
pegs, we had to weigh down the guy
ropes of my tent with timber from the
adjacent storm-damaged hut.
Once again we were stuck by the
weather- sleeping, rope-tying revision
and landward exploring kept us “busy”,
as did a visit by some of the island’s
residents. Most of the group converged
on the salty Landcruiser to chat with
an aboriginal bloke and his kids. They
were very impressed by Jeff’s video
footage of the waterspouts.
Later, I walked to the serene Rebecca
Bay which was sheltered by Lookout
Head. Several kilometres to the east
is the notorious Moriarty Banks, to be
avoided by boats of all kinds. On the
way back, at a spot called Dead Man’s
Gulch, I was surprised to find a well
built driftwood bench seat. It was a
great spot for driftwood, with many
pieces with potential to be turned
into authentic Greenland-style
paddles.

Left: waterspouts near Clarke Island
Below: Spike Bay area, Clarke Island
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Day 11: Spike Bay-Gladstone
general store via Little
Musselroe
Again, we had an early start to cross
Banks Strait. The classic wind against
tide conditions produced conditions
of steep waves generally between 2
and 3 metres. Several Shy Albatrosses,
gannets and a Fairy Prion found the
conditions to their liking.
After the tide had turned for the second
half of the trip, the waves flattened
out except for a boil-up off a point just
before Little Musselroe Bay. The coast
along here towards Cape Portland is
renowned for turbulent conditions
including overfalls and eddies.
The very last part of the kayak trip was
a tough 50 metre paddle against the tide
streaming out of the Little Musselroe
estuary. Brian showed some white water
ferry gliding to finish in style. Our trip
truly finished in the traditional way, at
the nearest takeaway (at Gladstone).
Thanks very much to the Maatsuyker
Canoe Club for making this trip
possible, and to Jeff Jennings for his
hospitality. I hope to paddle again in
Tassie soon!
NOTE: To visit many of the Furneaux
islands, permission should be sought
from the Tasmanian Aboriginal Land
Council office in Launceston; also, it
is useful to check if lessees of other
islands are happy for kayakers to visit.
Also, a good reference book about the
Furneaux Group and other Tasmanian
islands is the following: Tasmania’s
Offshore Islands: seabirds and
other natural features by Brothers,
Pemberton, Pryor and Halley, published
by the Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery, Hobart in 2001.

On the wild side
This is the first of what we hope will be a
series of articles on marine life that we may
encounter when paddling.
Sea kayaking enables you to get up close
and personal with a variety of species and
the more we now about them, the more we
are likely to enjoy our encounters.
There was discussion at the last AGM
as to whether the bird on the VSKC
badge was your normal run-of-the-mill
silver gull or the considerably more rare
Arctic Skua or Arctic Jaeger, Stercorarius
parasiticus.
We are all familiar (perhaps too
familiar) with sea gulls, but the Arctic
Skua is considerably more rare. About
eight are seen each year at Ricketts
Point and when you consider how
far they have come this is not at all
surprising.
The species breeds in the Arctic
and subarctic of Canada, Alaska,
Scandinavia, Russia and Siberia and
nests in low grassy or mossy tundra.
It migrates to southern oceans in the
warmer months. It is a relatively small
bird, reaching 45–54 cm in length.

It is a predatory bird, feeding on fish,
small mammals, other birds and larger
insects. It is also known to rob gulls and
terns of their catches. Hence its other
common name of ‘Pirate Bird’.
Our one and only encounter with
this bird was one Sunday evening in
November 2005, when we were doing
an intertidal survey of one the reef
platforms in the Ricketts Point Marine
Sanctuary.

migration. A sad ending, but a good
learning experience.
If you come across an injured sea bird
or mammal and are not sure what to
do, a volunteer organisation known as
AWARE (Australian Wildlife Assiatance
and Rescue) can assist. Their website
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~beaware/
provides contact and other details.

We didn’t know what it was but, as it
was unable to fly, we put a towel over
it and took it to an all-night veterinary
clinic in Moorabbin.
The vet identified it as an Arctic Skua
and hoped it would recover with a feed
of sardines they kept on hand for this
purpose. Further examination, however,
revealed internal damage which meant
that ‘Fred’, as he had been named by
the kids in our group, had made his last

Colour-wise, the head, back, wings and
tail are slate coloured, the shoulders are
dark grey and the neck and underparts
are white. Two central tail feathers are
pointed and extend 9 cm beyond others.

The new Mt Eliza sea scout monthly paddle
Rough conditions prevented the
November move to the Mt Eliza beach
taking place as planned. Always have a
Plan B, so we would like to report that
the Canadian Bay paddle two weeks ago
was successful, launching from below
the car park as usual. Mark and Terry
had a very successful training session,
while the rest of us went down to
Mornington.
When we got back we all landed at the
scout hall where we had lunch and a
cook’s tour of the place. The feedback
from the troops was favorable, as they
felt it would be good to be able to use a
place on the water that we could use as
our own for the day.

2. The beach is a bit rocky at low tide
right in front and is more exposed
to SW winds than near the Club.
We think we can overcome this by
launching about 50 metres further
south.
Suggestions that were made by the
members were:
1. Instead of a $5 levy per paddler,
could we pay the scouts $600 up front
for the year. It is a bit of a hassle
chasing people on the day. This idea
will be put forward to the committee
for consideration. We propose to give

There are acouple of issues that I am
sure we can get around:
1. No showers. I feel that I can easily
rig up a bush shower in the boat bay
that we can fill from the urn in the
kitchen for those requiring warmth
after a VSKC training session on
hypothermia.
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the idea a try for twelve months and
then at the end assess if we wish to
continue.
2. Try and make it the second Sunday
of each month — I will contact the
scouts to see if this is possible.
We do not plan to have a December
paddle at Mt Eliza, but keep an eye
on the web site as we hope to soon be
posting January forward dates for 2006.

New safety equipment regulations
Marine (personal flotation
devices and other safety
equipment) regulations 2005

Safety equipment
requirements for sea
kayakers in Victorian waters

Dear Mr Treby

The Marine (Personal Flotation
Devices and Other Safety Equipment)
Regulations 2005 came into force
from 1 December 2005 and prescribe
the MINIMUM safety equipment
requirements for recreational craft in
Victorian waters.

On behalf of Marine Safety Victoria
I would like to thank you for your
submission regarding the Regulatory
Impact Statement (RIS) for the above
regulations.
Following consideration of all
submissions made in response to the
RIS, a number of amendments were
made to the regulations before they
came into operation on 1 December
2005.
The main amendments to the
regulations are as follows:
• Amending the definition of
heightened risk.
• Allowing PWC, canoe/kayak
and other human powered
vessels to use PFD Type 3s.
• Amending the definition of
underway.
• Clarification of the definition of
enclosed waters.
• Clarifying the definition of
yacht, tender, open area.
• Amending the equipment to be
carried by operators of off the
beach sailing yachts.
• Inserting a definition of vessel
length, and
• Amending the PFD wearing
requirements to exempt
persons engaged in diving from
the requirement to wear PFD
when donning or removing
specialised diving equipment.
In addition to these amendments
there were other less significant
amendments required at the request
of Parliamentary counsel to clarify the
wording of the regulations.
The regulations and information
bulletin are available from Marine
Safety Victoria’s website
www.marinesafety.vic.gov.au or by
calling Marine Safety Victoria for a
printed copy.
The attachment summarises MSV’s
response to the main issues raised in
the submissions.
Should you require any further
information please contact Marine
Safety Victoria on 1800 223 022.
Yours sincerely
Brian Riches
Director of Marine Safety

The table below sets out the
requirements:
For the purposes of the table:
Inland waters are rivers, (inside the
seaward entrance), creeks, canals,
lakes, reservoirs and similar.
Enclosed waters include Port Phillip,
Westernport Bay, Tamboon Inlet,
Wingan Inlet and Sydenham Inlet,

inside the seaward entrance of
port of Apollo Bay, Anderson Inlet,
Gippsland Lakes, Snowy River,
Mallacoota and Port Fairy, Barwon
River upstream of the road bridge,
Port of Corner Inlet and Port Albert
east of a line between Port Welshpool
shipping pier and Bentley Point
(inside the entrances), Shallow Inlet,
inside Port of Portland.
Coastal waters are all waters other than
inland or enclosed waters.
The maximum penalty for failure to
carry required equipment is 5 ‘penalty
units’. At 1 December 2005, one penalty
unit is $104.81.
The Marine Safety Victoria Website
http://www.marinesafety.vic.gov.au/
has a copy of the regulations and other
pertinent information.

Item of equipment

Coastal waters

Enclosed waters

Inland waters

PFD Type 1,2 or 3

1 for each person on
board

1 for each person on
board

1 for each person
on board

Electric or manual
bilge pumping system

1

1

1

Bailer (if no electric or
manual bilge pumping
system)

1

1

1

Compass

1, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Hand held orange
smoke signal

2, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Hand held red distress
flares

2, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Waterproof buoyant
torch

1, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Spare paddle, to
properly operate the
vessel

1, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Epirb, 406 Mhz only
from 1st February 2009

1, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

Epirb, 121.5 / 243 Mhz,
or 406 Mhz until 1st
February 2009

1, if more than 2
nautical miles from
the coast

0

0

VSKC position
We stress that the regulations prescribe the minimum legal requirements and that
the club has additional safety requirements for members participating in club trips.
These are set out on the VSKC website.
In particular, kayaks must be fitted with a properly working hands-free foot or
electric pump. A bailer, as allowed by the regulations, may mean that you don’t get
booked. But try emptying your boat with one in a pitching sea and see how far you
get!
Ultimately, each paddler is in charge of his or her own vessel and must take
responsibility for ensuring they are properly equipped for the conditions they may
encounter.
Ask any member of the committee if you have any queries about the regulations or
safety in general.
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Something a little technical — clean water
Worried about those black spots in the
tube of your drinking system? Can’t tell
what may be inside your blue drinking
bladder? Will whatever is there affect
you?

Well it doesn’t have to. Thanks to one
of our high-flying new members I found
out the answer was sitting in one of
our cupboards (or can be found at your
local supermarket).

Still wash your drinking system as you
currently do, but every couple of weeks
simply fill it with a litre of Miltons
overnight.
If it works for a newborn, it’ll work for
us big kids.
Thanks for the tip Dana.
Peter Costello

Good for baby, good for you and good for your drinking system

Wolfing it down, continued from page 21
If the result is disappointing for your
taste buds, feel free to open a can of
baked beans.
Point Hicks vegie curry
Dice up a selection of vegies of your
choice, e.g. carrots, cauli, broccoli,
pumpkin, sweet potato, etc (go wild, or
whatever has not rotted in your kayak’s
hold). I prepare these vegies before I
launch my kayak.
Dice one medium size onion and one or
two cloves of garlic. Sauté in peanut oil.
Add 1 teaspoon of curry powder and
tomato paste (from a tube). Fry up for a
few secs.
Add ½ cup of water. Add vegies of your
choice. Add pepper, Maldon sea salt,
lime juice and palm sugar to your taste.

You may have to add some water. Pour
the mix over rice or couscous.
Couscous is a great substitute for
rice as it requires less fuel to cook.
Don’t buy couscous with the cooking
instruction written in Greek, Arab or
Croatian unless you are fluent in these
languages. It happened to me.
Another good hint is to write cooking
instructions for couscous, etc on the
waterproof container you store it in.
Should you have problems with words
like “sauté” replace them with “fry until
soft”. Instead of Maldon sea salt use
ordinary salt and instead of palm sugar
feel free to use Safeway Home brand
sugars.
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You see, you are already well on the
way to become a Grade 1 “Iron Chef
Assistance”.
In closing, I would like to suggest to the
VSKC board of management to broaden
the skill horizon by including cooking
skills.
The “Iron Chef of Bass Strait” would be
pleased to donate his time in exchange
for his sea proficiency being upgraded
from zero to ½. of grade 1.
Enjoy wolfing it down.

Stuf wot u shood no — lesson one
Wet exit and assisted T-rescue
A controlled wet exit (getting out of your
boat when capsized) must be practiced so
you can do it safely and comfortably when
the time comes for a ‘real’ one.
• practice on land first with your eyes
closed
• make sure the grab loop at the front of
your spray skirt is not folded under
• work your hands forward from your hips
along the cockpit combing (edge) until
your grab loop is grasped,
• push grab loop forward and then up to
release your spray skirt
• work your hands back along the cockpit
combing until your hands are just behind
your hips. Place them flat, pushing down
on the deck
• when pushing out, lean forward and push
down with your hands performing a
forward roll, NOT twisting to the side
• now you are ready for the water (in
shallows or with another paddler)
• check depth of water is waist deep to
shoulder deep before starting,
• once capsized, keep hold of your boat and
don’t let go. Work your way to either
bow or stern. Swim boat to shore or if
assisted wait for instructions. (pic 1)
When paddling with more than one
person, the most efficient rescue, if the
conditions will allow, is the assisted T
rescue. Following describes how you can
rescue someone.

clear and concise instruction every step of
the way.
• Approach capsized paddler after they
have wet exited, get them to right the
kayak and hold the stern toggle (and
secure rudder) as you grab the front
toggle (pic 2).
• Get swimmer to pull down on stern (pic
3) as you hold the deck lines and use
the shape of the bow (pic 4) to slide
the kayak well onto the deck in front
of you (pic 5).Time with wave action to
minimize effort and risk. The 90 degree
angle of the kayak gives superb stability
to you.
• Get swimmer to rotate their kayak 180
degrees (pic 6) as it empties their cockpit
whilst opening is clear of the water
(assist with bow lift if necessary) (pic
7). Get swimmer to right the kayak and
slide off bringing their bow to your stern.
Support their boat by holding inner
and outer deck lines throughout the
following (pic 8).

• Lifting body up and drawing the two
boats beneath them the swimmer slides/
wriggles into their cockpit (pic 10) only
letting go the deck lines once seated (pic
11).
• Any other water can be emptied (pic 12)
spray deck put back on, physical and
mental condition assessed, food, drink,
warm clothing and appropriate decisions
made for continuing/exiting the trip.
Retrieve paddle, release their deck lines
and undo rudder if relevant.

8

9

• Swimmer gets between the two kayaks
holding outside deck lines throughout
the following and brings one leg into
their cockpit and one onto your deck
(pic 9).

4
10

Keep in mind that they may be cold and
not thinking straight, so even if you are
aware they know this process, give them

1
5

11
2
6

3

12
7
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Brown water can be beautiful too
In April this year I was able to achieve
one of my dreams and complete a solo
paddle of the 2000 km on the Murray
River from Yarrawonga, to the mouth
at Goolwa. The trip took about 5 weeks
and I consider it to be the experience of
a lifetime.
In the sea kayaking world we have our
heroes who cross Bass Strait, the Gulf
of Carpentaria and wrestle crocodiles
off Cape York who we all admire and
eagerly attend their talks and read of
their exploits.
However, I wish to make it clear to the
rest of the sea kayaking world that it is
possible for us more ordinary mortals to
be able to have a fantastic journey and
adventure on the Murray.
I did the trip in a wooden sea kayak
that I built myself. The hull is based on
that of the Nadgee, but I have built the
deck, seating and cockpit to suit my 61
year old body, 2 metre height and size
15 feet.
Although the majority of my paddling
is on salt water, I consider that the sea
kayak is the perfect craft to use on the
Murray. It was possible to carry three
weeks’ rations in the front hatch and all
my clothing, tent and assorted gear in
the back. I only carried 4 litres of water
in Platypus bladders behind the seat, as
I boiled Murray water each night, with
no problems using it for cooking and
drinking.
I think it is best to place the highlights
of such a trip in the following way —
• I paddled for 8–9 hours daily, but at
the leisurely pace of 8km/hour in the
fully laden boat. In the upper reaches
of the river, where there is more
current, it was possible to get about
10 km/hr.

likely to cause blisters than salt water.
• There are excellent charts available
and I thoroughly recommend getting
the CD ROM from Maureen and Barry
Wright at
www.rivermurraycharts.com.au
It is possible to print off the charts
and laminate them, so you can have
an A4 sized chart on your deck each
day. Every 5–10 km there is number
attached to a tree which gives the
distance to the mouth in km which
correlates to the chart, so it is easy to
know exactly where you are.
• CDMA phones work well in most
areas. I was able to phone home
on most nights and also give radio
interviews to ABC Regional Radio
who were interested in my trip.
• Even though my trip was solo, I
managed to meet some wonderful
people in the towns, in boats or
camps on the water and the lock
keepers were all most friendly and
helpful.
• I found that it paid
to do my homework
before I left and I
was able to really
appreciate the history
of the river as I went
down it. The recent
European history over
the past 150 years is
most interesting with
the paddle steamers,
locks and irrigation.

The Aboriginal history goes back over
thousands of years and I was able to
see numerous campsites and middens
from the original inhabitants. Finally,
the geological history is wonderful
with enormous cliffs full of marine
fossils hundreds of kilometres from
the mouth, which are remnants of
the inland sea that existed millions of
years ago.
If readers are interested in reading the
full logbook of the trip, this can be
viewed on our website www.vskc.org.au
under the Trips menu.
I hope that many VSKC members
will be able to add a Murray trip to
their paddling experiences. It is not
necessary to go the whole distance—
even a few days should be enough to
convince a sea kayaker that brown
water can be beautiful too.
Bill Robinson
Note: the full log book will be
available to read on the website by the
end of January.

Bill approaches Barham on a slow river with low cliffs

• It was possible on most nights to pick
a bush campsite where I was able to
cook on a fire and be able to relax in
a beautiful setting.
• I carried an ultra light bush shower
and indulged in the luxury of a five
minute hot shower under a tree each
night. By doing this in combination
with washing my paddling clothes
each night, I was able to avoid any
skin troubles.
This can be a major problem when
you are in the boat for weeks,
particularly as I wore my neoprene
spray skirt for the whole journey.
• I wore gloves and placed Co-Plus
strapping on my wrists and thumbs
each morning and finished the
journey without a mark on my
hands. This is important preventative
medicine, as fresh water is far more
Near Renmark SA, the cliffs tower over the Murray and the paddler
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